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On the Cover
The cover of this dedication issue of
Law Quadrangle Notes shows part of
a disp lay of books written by
University of Michigan law faculty
that was amassed in celebration of
the magnificent new Law Library
addition.
Composed of almost 800 volumes,
the display gives tangible evidence
of the diverse and continuous intellectual activity of the faculty . The
earliest tit le, On the Study of Law, by
the school's first dean , James Valentine Campbell. was published in 1859
in the very month th at the law
department opened to students. The
most recent volume, former dean
Francis A. Allen's The Decline of the

Rehabilitative Ideal : Penal Policy
and Social Purpose, was published
in 1981, only shortly before the display was prepared. In the interim ,
132 faculty authors have published
books on all aspects of the law and
on the interaction of law with
society.
Our cover reflects a sentiment
characterized by Judge Carl
McGowan in his dedication address,
which is included in this issue . A
Ya le li brar ian, Judge McGowan tells
us, was so disgruntled by all the
attention accorded a newly comp l e ted library bui l d i ng that he
wis h ed to have the words, "This isn't
th e library . It is inside ," inscribed on
the facade.

Michigan's new Law Library addition , thrilling as it is to enter, attracts
no such inappropriate wonder at exteriors . As architect Gunnar Birkerts
said in his dedication remarks, it is a
building without a facade. One can
look across the top of the new addition al the timeless dignity of the virtually unchanged Law Quadrangle.
Margaret Leary's article on the
planning and construction of the
library describes the rationale for
the underground plan and the
process by which it was adopted.
The building's appropriate and
attractively unassuming exterior is
the result of that decision . Instead of
creating a monument demanding admiration, the architect used glass,
mirrors, and angles to focus attention anew on the Gothic facade of the
Legal Research Building.
From three stories below ground
level we can look up with
reawakened appreciation al the
arched window and towers of the old
library. This new perspective intensifies our awareness of its Gothic
height and angularity . To achieve
this perspective, we need not descend into gloom. Bars of sunlight
play on the sloping limestone wall of
even the lowest underground level.
A sense of height and openness
remarkable in an underground structure immediately strikes anyone
enteri ng the new library addition. A
physical exubera nce seems to arise
from walking into a space suddenly
open in so man y unexpected directions. In eliciting this response the
new library is reminiscent of the
I.M . Pei addition to the ational Gallery in Washington . Yet where that
building devotes only a small
proportion of its vastness to the
display of art. the features of Birkert 's addition all serve to draw one
into th e legal scholarship that is its
function.

The Symbolism of the
Building
"One of the central roles of
architecture through histor y," one
architecture critic said recentl y, has
been "to hold up before us a focused
image of the role an institution plays
in our lives ." Yet. he goes on to say ,
urrounded as we are by "mute,
sleek" modernity, "we have largely
forgotten that bui ldings can do that. "
Such amnesia
does
not
characterize those who have been
close!
associated with the Law
Quadrangle . Both Dean Sandalow

a nd former dean St. Antoine
describe Michigan's Gothic
buildings as symbolically represen ta ti ve in their dedication
remarks . The Quadrangle embodies
the vital importance of legal education as envisioned by donor William
Wison Cook : for Professor St. Antoine , its style can also be read as an
exp ression of the aspiration of the
law itself.
In law and in scholarship, tradition is both valued and revitalized
by reconception . The same can be
said for the Quadrangle . The
n ew building, accommodating new
information technology and a
vastly increased collection while
simultaneously inviting attention to
the beauty of the existing facilities,
rearticulates commitment to an ideal
of ever-renewing respect.
The library addition also represents a significant choice on the part
of th e school: to focus the capital
campaign on the need to maintain
one of the great research libraries in
the world and to construct a lasting
reminder of the significance of the
word in law and legal education.

The Dedication
Activities
Like the building they celebrate,
the Symposium on the Legalization
of American Society and the Dedica tion Ceremony which are described
in this issue bespeak the continuity
of legal education at Michigan. Judge
McGowan ' s dedication address
draws on Justice Harlan F. Stone 's
speech at the dedication of the Law
Quadrangle in 1933. Both addresses
emphasize the critical importance of
excellent legal education.
Justice Stone, speaking during the
depression, saw the bar's failure to
maintain its "traditional position of
public influence and leadership" as
a primary argument for the rigorous
education of lawyers . Speaking today, Judge McGowan noted that the
topic of the symposium honoring the
new librar y reflects the continuation of this questioning of the func tion of law in our society. It also attests to the increased scope of legal
influence . That , Justice McGowan
said , necessitates renewed efforts to
give future lawye rs not just technical
competence but also a critical and
theoretical understanding of the
changing role law must play in the
struggle for a just society.
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